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Abstract: In agriculture supply chain management block chain distributed ledger underpinning 

cryptocurrncies bit coin, represent, new innovative technological approach to realizing system. they 

provide fault-tolerance, immutability, transparency and full tractability of stored transaction record, as 

well as coherent Digital representation of physical assets and autonomous transaction execution. Trace-

ability is critical in managing food quality and safety. Traditional Internet of Things (IoT) trace-ability 

systems offer viable solutions for food supply chain quality monitoring and trace-ability. However, majority 

of IOT solution rely on the centralized server-client paradigm, which makes is difficult for consumers to 

obtain all transaction information and track the origins of product. Block chain is an innovative technology 

that has potential to significance improve tracebility performance by providing security and complete 

transparency. However, the current literature does not fully explore benefit ,challenges and development 

method block chain based food traceability systems. As result ,the to identify block chain and IOT based 

solutions for food tracebility. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The supply chain of agriculture products and crops is a critical aspect related to product safety. The risk of food 

spoilage and potential poisoning has led to the increased focus on trecebility enhancement. Agriculture food and 

product are particularly vulnerable and consumers are quite concerned about the quality Concerned about quality, 

nutritive value and safety of food they consume. The food chain management need to become more sustainable in order 

to improve consumers trust and purchase willingness, according to world food programme(WFH) . 

Block chain technology uses a combination of different technologies that have been applied in computer science such 

as public/private key. Caryptographic hash function and database technologies Which provide an innovative solution to 

achieve food trace ability, transparency, safety, security . 

Block chain is decentralized distributed ledger technology(DLT) which is used to stored data of supply chain. Each 

block has a hash and pre-hash signature value linking them together. The transaction are administrated in a distributed 

system in fully decentralized server. Block chain is peer to peer digital ledger that does not relay on centralized server. 

This distributed ledger is immutable by design . 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Author Name Year Description 

Huanhuan fenga,b,Xiang,b,Yanquing Duan 

c, Jian Zhang,Xiaoshuan Zhanga 

2022 FSCs provide a way to design, manage, develop, 

transition, and systematically organize the food system. 

Danco Davcev, ljupcokocarev,annacarbone, 

vlado stanocdhi,kosta mitreski 

2021 It is primarily used for the gathering, administration, and 

exchange of product information through the internet. 

Customers can use this system to trace food information 

via the consumer trace-ability client application 
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Davcev et al. (2019 2019 Blockchain based distributed cloud fog platform for IoT 

supply chain management.  

Provider of raw materials, producer, processor, 

distributor, retailer, and consumer. 

 Caro et al. 2021 Blockchain based distributed platform for IoT supply 

chain management 

Lucena et al. 2018 Blockchain based distributed cloud fog platform for IoT 

supply chain management. 

Biswas et al. 2017 Blockchain based wine supply chain trace-ability system. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The Study aim to understand block chain technology characteristics, current development and aplicaion and purpose an 

architecture design framework for block chain-based food supply systems. Literature review includes relevant search 

terms and literature resource selection because it is important to select most relevant search terms and literature 

resources because its important to select most relevant and quality publication[1]. 

Sensor will provide detailed analysis of field condition such as humidity in different soil layer, temperature, luminosity, 

solar visible radiation and rainfall. 

There are few papers on successful real-world implementation of blocks chain based food cases.[3] To demonstrate 

how block chain technology can be applied in different types of food chains, this study uses two pilot application 

examples reported in the literature. These two example are based n the plant based and popultry based agri food chain 

in china. 

 

3.1 Block Chain Based Agri-Food Chain Supply Management  

An FSC involves various processes which take food from to dinner table . This include multiple stages such as the 

manufacturing, administration, utilization, supplying and discarding of food products. Food products travel from 

manufacturing to consumers via workers who work in various stages of supply chain. Is essential to a streamline entire 

supply chain process to prevent high cost, discrepancies or inefficiencies. Stages of  

food supply chain include: 

 Seed purchasing: Various food seeds are purchased from companies for sale to farmers. 

 Farming: Ingredients, fruits, meat, vegetables and beverages originate and purchased. 

 Processing: Plants and animals are converted into eligible forms. 

 Distributing: Retailers and suppliers purchase the food in its final form and further transport it. Distributors 

sell items, manage inventories reduce costs and maintain ledgers to give value food product. 

    Retailing: The food product is delivered to final consumers. 

 Food product purchasing: The final stages of FSC where the consumers purchase finished product [4][2]. 

Retailer This study introduces new food on demand cognitive model and high level of trust and quality control on the 

entire food suppl chain. The users will be involved in cooperative and collective awareness Process where they will be 

not simply food customers. The new business and economic modelof model circular economy will provide food and 

waste management through a multi-layered supply chain network. [6][1]. 

The first application of block chain technology was bit coin a peer to peer electronic cash system .The block chain 

technology evolved toward smart contract with ability to provide transparency and trust with ability to transparency 

and trust to system . 

A smart contract is a kind of computer program that stores on block chain and executes by all consessus node in 

network.  

It can translate contractual clauses into code and store them into storage file and operate them automatically and 

independently in a prescribed manner based on data that was included in triggering transaction .Through operating 

smart contracts need for trusted. 
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Figure: Agriculture supply chain process in a decentralization block chain technology 

 

3.2 IOT for Supply Chain Management  

Figure: SCM based on IoT and Blockchain 

The internet of Things (IOT) is an intelligent, reliable and high - speed information net that connects objects for data 

collection and transmission. IoT devices help o indicate error and increase efficiency of monitoring and capturing 

information. In SCM IoT provide real time data collection for fresh food product which is used to identify quality of 

product concerning external environment[2]. 

The farm management module will conduct both precision agriculture and macro agriculture. It will Provide 

integration with sensors, weather forecast system and in situ webcam in order to provide adequate information for 

farmers[2]. The consumers many order and monitor customized food product specifying source ,quality, quantity, 

speed, time and other specific requirements SCM can be effective if it provide reliable visibility into material and good 

from production level to delivery of product. In such system, multiple IOT- enabled sensors work in various stages of 

supply chain to provide functionality such as real - time monitoring throughout process. Smart SCM is improving 

customer delivery service as well [1]. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

The agriculture supply chain has vital impact on our everyday lives. To eliminate the middleman in supply chain 

management, block chain technology can help in the following manner. The process consist of series of step that are 

going work in actual SCM where at each and every point an IoT device is kept for tracking and all data is added in 

block chai network through a share ledger[5]. 
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4.1 Advantages  

Block chain based tractability management coil overcome information security and transparency concern when 

integrated with IoT in food production and processing .The information stored in block chain is more reliable due to 

consensus mechanism and enhancement transaction data integrity and security The information stored in multiple 

ledger database with encryption manipulated and its difficult to be attacked. The consensus mechanism ensure that 

information will not be tampered with when all actors agree in trace-ability process  

Improvement of supply chain collaboration and trust inseparability and integration of cross organization business 

process depend on distributed autonomous and heterogeneous services to execute task[3]. 

s no-tampering history information can be traced though out tractability chain, information increased Quality 

predication and evaluation capabilities to end traceability operation. 

 

4.2 Disadvantages  

High cost for using RFID, transaction capacity and storage capacity of block chain technology .Data were stored in 

block chain bandwidth and data Would be increased, low security when working online. 

 

V. FUTURE WORK 

We plan to extend performance analysis to more constrained hardware architecture, in order to assess the sociability of 

proposed framework to real world application. future studies can adapt and evaluate the blockchain-based traceability 

operational framework, design architecture, analysis flowchart from muti-perspectives in pilot applications. Specific 

attention should be paid to the hardware deployment, storage capability, transaction speed, and the overall performance 

of blockchain-based food traceability systems. Future research should also consider how blockchain technology could 

be applied to enhance the sustainability of various agri-food chains [4]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The study finding are that block chain falls under four basic categories: Member name ,technical, issue, organizational 

effect regulatory barriers . These all include some issue such as scalability ,security and privacy in block chain. The 

block chain technology will provide and secure supply chain system as well as trust in original and entire process of 

production transport and distribution of food on market. This paper shows how the blockchain with IoT influences the 

food supply chain and the fundamental concepts, and the understanding of blockchain with IoT technology. It is a 

guide toward the new and relevant research areas of blockchain concerning the food supply chain. This paper includes 

the technological adoption of blockchain as well as the adoption of challenges for the food chain with IoT devices[6]. 
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